
Federations: As a 
Concept



What is Federation ?
“A means to enable users to access the systems and applications of multiple 
organizations using one login credential” - NIST
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about federation in terms of a system of Government, like the US Which is a ‘Federal’ Government. Can you define a “federal Government” ?“Union off a Self-Governing Entities” where in this instance, the Entity is a state, and in the Their constitution, the states seed power to the stateSame logic can be applied to Federation…”Union of Self-Governing participants” where participants are our IdP’s and SP’s, and our participants seed power to the Federation operator through the participation agreementLikewise, eduGAIN “Union of Self-Governing Federations”, where the Federation Operator seeds power to eguGAIN, also through a similar participation agreement.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When We talk about federation however, we are not putting up walls with Federation, We are trying to break them down…….



Why do Federations exist ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To solve a problem a few problems; to enable a user to authenticate to multiple services using their institutional, or home credentialsReduce costs associated with managing user credentialsReduces the amount of credentials a data subject needs to manage.



How does Federation work ?



Image Source: https://safire.ac.za/users/how/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aside from the technical overview of how a federation works….what is at the core of federation, what makes the ecosystem work ?



TRUST!!

• We need to be able to trust one another, and trust that what we are doing with 
users data is considered, lawful, and ethical



Federations are built on Trust 
Frameworks
So what is a Trust framework ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set of rules, and policies that govern how Participants interact, and functionA trust framework is developed by a community whose members have similar goals and perspectives. It defines the rights and responsibilities of that community’s participants in the Identity Ecosystem; specifies the policies and standards specific to the community; and defines the community-specific processes and procedures that provide assurance. A trust framework considers the level of risk associated with the transaction types of its participants; for example, for regulated industries, it could incorporate the requirements particular to that industry. Different trust frameworks can exist within the Identity Ecosystem, and sets of participants can tailor trust frameworks to meet their particular needs. In order to be a part of the Identity Ecosystem, all trust frameworks must still meet the baseline standards established by the Identity Ecosystem Framework. – NIST!



• Exists to make sure everyone understands their 
roles

• Helps manage expectations
• Ensures IdPs and SPs do the right thing
• Will evolve and get more stringent over time

Source: Governance, Policies & Privacy - UbuntuNet TI 18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conducting identity management responsibilities; Sharing identity information;Using identity information that has been shared with them;Protecting and securing identity information; Performing specific roles within the federation; and Managing liability and legal issues



“Trust amongst members of an identity federation is foundational to 
its operation and is established through the set of agreements and 
associated rules that are specific to that community”

reference: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2018/nist.ir.8149.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Trust that is being talked about can only be established through members in a federation TRUSTING one another, and that we adhere to the things I mentioned above. Guy has always said to me that a good way to establish trust is face to face, and Trust in Federations is established by actually meeting people, which is why I think that this workshop is a really good thing, as we now have all met face to face, and this is a good step, in building trust…

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2018/nist.ir.8149.pdf


Privacy



Legal basis for privacy

• POPI arriveth!
• IdPs and SPs in Europe are bound by the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR), and South Africa has signed POPI into 
law….albeit, without a commencement date,….for now…..

• This does affect your users and your services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything the Federation Operator does should be, and is with POPI and GDPR in mindPOPI affects South Africa of course, and it is the basis  of the legal framework in the Participation AgreementGDPR is relevant because we deal largely with European countries. So we always act with these acts of legislation in mind.



Federation Entities, and The 
Roles they play



Identity Provider

• Also known as: IdP, Home Organization Home Institution, 
(Responsible Party in POPI, and Data Controller in the GDPR.)

• The role of the IdP at it’s core is to provide login credentials for it’s 
users (Data Subjects)

• The trust that is put on the IdP is that it has proper Identity 
management lifecycles in place, meaning, it is responsible for the 
user data that is asserted to the Federation

• To have sufficient policy in place as to govern users, ie. An 
acceptable use policy.



Service Provider

• Also known as: SP, Visited Organization.
• To offer a service, or an application that requires restricted 

access
• Trust that the data they receive from IdP’s is accurate to be 

able to make such decisions as to authorize, or deny access 
…which brings us back to IdP’s having Identity management 
lifecycles in place…

• Publish a privacy policy in which it is outlined how they 
handle Personal Information. Ie. POPI/GDPR responsibilities!



Federation Operator
• also known as the Roaming Operator (as can be seen in the 

case of eduroam)
• Broker Trust between members of the federation
• Governance of the Federation (policies, and documentation)
• POPI/GDPR
• Rules surrounding the trust framework
• Manage Participation
• Maintain the federation infrastructure/Architecture



Interfederation Operator
• Also known as the confederation
• Much the same as a Federation Operator, except that it is 

that one step higher, someone like eduGAIN performs much 
of the same functions as a federation operator, except with 
federations, rather than individual Identity Providers, or 
Service Providers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in closing, I have said it in my Identity Intro talk, Technology is the easy part….policy, process, and trust are where the challenges lie in making a federation work.
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